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Issue 130 (revised) December 2017 

When? Where? 

19-20 January  2018 Clwt-y-Bel, Deiniolen, 
N.Wales 

SH593 630  - Map OL17 

23-24 February 2018 High Moss, Seathwaite, Dud-
don Valley, Lakes 

SD237 967 - Map OL6 

16-17 March 2018 Fallcliffe Cottage, Hathersage, 
Peaks 

SK240 792 - Map OL24/OL1 

27-28 April 2018 Count House, Bosigran,  

Cornwall 

SW422 366  - Map 102 

18-19 May 2018 Pen Ceunant Uchaf, Llanberis 

SH581 591 - Map OL17 

 2-9 June 2018 Hartfield House,  

Applecross,Scotland 

NG721 467 - Map 24 

 20-21 July 2018 Caseg Fraith, Ogwen Valley, 
North Wales 

SH684 601 - Map OL17 

 10-12 August 2018 Provisionally Meadow Falls 
Campsite, Ingleton SD686 734 
- Map OL2 

 14-16 September 2018 George Starkey Hut, Patterdale 
NY394 160 - Map 90 

 12-14 October 2018 Bwlch y Moch, Tremadog 
SH576 405 - Map OL17 

 23-25 November 2018 Little Langdale Cottage, Lakes 
NY316 030 - Map 90 

 7-9 December 2018 Homestead Bunkhouse,  

Bamford 

SK207 836 - Map OL24 
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When? Where? 

Last Friday  of the month Milton Keynes  climb and 
curry; see Yahoo for details 

  

This newsletter has a new Editor and before the 

power goes to my typing fingers I would like  to 

thank Richard Andrews for his sterling work over 

the last few years.  Let me start this new position 

with an impassioned plea.  

1) Write up your exploits 

in the meets logbook 

2) Send me more details 

of any walks or climbs 

3) Let me know of any 

social events you 

would like published  

4) If you do anything related outside the club 

write about your experience 

I wish everybody a happy Christmas and adven-

turous new year 

Richard Lodge 
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Last meets 

Dewerstone Cottage, Devon, 13th—15th October 

Dewerstone Cottage is situated in the heart of the Dewerstone 

National Trust Estate about 1/2 km from the Dewerstone Rock; 

it  is also a lovely place for walking, either through the estate or 

onto Dartmoor. The Dewerstone is a fantastic low to middle 

grade venue.  Set in magical woodland the area consists of a 

number of contrasting crags which vary from multi-pitch classics 

to single pitch micro routes with all sorts in between. The rock is 

usually sound, and protection, when placed well, is good.     

Some of the less travelled routes (particularly on the upper buttresses) have suffered badly from re-vegetation through lack 

of traffic and may require cleaning before use. The most up to date definitive guide is the Tim Dennell pdf guide which can 

be reached through the Javu Website. All of the routes in the Rockfax guide are worthwhile but many other little gems can 

be found throughout the area.  

Source: https://www.spirit-of-adventure.com/bunkhouse/dewerstone_cottage 

Adam Craig; Adam Gough; Marc Davies; Moira Domican; George Uhart; Phil Simpkin; Olly Nicholson; Brenda Case; Mel, 

Maryke & Ray Goslinga; Carrie Ely; Nick & Chris Lovell; Barry & Kay Wright; Pete Anderson; Bob Lee; Richard Lodge; Paul 

Turton; Jenny Walker; Jo Alford; John Wilson; Diccon Proctor; Vince Slade; Graham Field; Val Lum; Morag & Pedro Landers 

& Pedro 

Pete, Richard & Bob arrived  Friday lunchtime and were told in no uncertain terms to “go away” because there were chil-

dren still using the cottage. It seems that many club members were given the same uncompromising message. 

Because of low cloud  and mist Pete, Bob and Richard walked from the  Burristor  Reservoir  to Crazy Well Pool, then on 

the Devenport Leet and followed it back to the car. 

Saturday Paul, Jenny, Carrie, Ray , Morag, Pete and Maryke did a misty moorland walk. Starting at Sheeps Tor past  mines  

to Pym Ford and following the river down to Stone Rows. Views would have been great …. If only…. 

Barry & Kay climbed at the Dewerstone - Pinnacle Buttress: Colards Arete, Needle Arête, with Jo Alford 

Adam Craig and Olly also went to Dewerstone with the gang and climbed Pinnacle Chimney, Colonels Arete, Needle Arete 

and Reverse Cleft 

https://www.spirit-of-adventure.com/bunkhouse/dewerstone_cottage
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Six find a river—Saturday 

Bob; Brenda; Mel; Val; Richard & John 

After  many false starts the six companions started their quest. 

Armed with walking poles and doughty spirit (manly from the night 

before) they ventured into the woods and through a disused quarry. 

Very soon a river was found only for hopes to be dashed, this was 

not the mythical river Plym but the Meavy. After crossing it (and 

avoiding trolls) they returned to their quest. It was greatly aided by 

a stroke of good fortune, a mysterious pipe guided them along a 

high treacherous path. The origins of the pipe turned out to be a 

china clay conduit. (We owe a debt to the Wicked Pedia who turns 

out isn’t evil). 

Soon we had descended to the Cadover Bridge, our quest could 

now start in earnest. We were squelching North-West but at a 

snail’s pace, what hope was there to find the source of the Plym in 

all this murk? We needed food and rest; Ditsworthy Warren loomed 

out of the mist (no rabbits were harmed in this tale). We turned 

away from the river and went North. It soon transpired, as the mist 

lifted, our   guarded optimism was misplaced because although the 

moors  revealed themselves in their true glory, we should have 

gone WEST!  However, the sight of an uninterrupted view of the 

Burrator Reservoir was reward enough.  

Great debate was then had, can we make a crossing of Wigford 

Down using tiny black magic dots or should we invoke a green right 

of way? Finally, with beating hearts and tired legs we arrived at the 

Dewerstone Rock. The hut was just a zig-zag path away  - after 

about 9.7miles of walking a good day was had by all.  

Famously Five go on a tour of tors—Sunday 

Mel; Carrie; Brenda; John & Richard 

On a bright and windy day we decided to go the Haytor Rocks.   

The intrepid five with packed lunches, but no ginger beer, made a 

difficult decision to set off without a plan. This was an unusual  

experience and no one knew if it could be done! The first romp was 

to a tor in the near distance, or to be fair more a jumble of rocks 

420m high. Onwards came the cry and Saddle Tor loomed without    

drawing breath. Spotting tors and walking to them became the plan 

(that wasn’t a plan); 380m rocks; then Holwell Tor provided a view 

of the stone tramway whilst eating lashings of sandwiches.  

After lunch Logan Stone; Smallcomb Rocks; Hole Rock and Black 

Hill in quick succession, stopping briefly to admire a boulderer and 

ponies on the way. From Black Hill the walk was completed by 

returning through Yarner Wood and along the Templer Way.  

7 miles of a plan without a plan. 

 

Richard Lodge 

Last meets 
Dewerstone Cottage, Devon, 13th—15th October 
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Last meets 
Dalehead Bunkhouse, Peaks 8th—10th December 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The soporific effect of xmas dinner 

Adam Craig, Adam Gough, Moira Domican, Mel & Maryke Goslinga, Nick & Chris Lovell, Barry & Kay Wright, Bob Lee, 

Richard Lodge, Paul Turton, Jenny Walker, Jo Alford, Vince Slade, Graham Field, Val Lum,  James, Jackie, Jon Tompson, 

Barry, Alex 

This was a cold and claggy meet with snow and the threat of heavy snow (which didn’t materialise). A few people walked at 

various places whilst travelling to the hut on the Friday. On Saturday most  of us walked from the hut up to the edge of 

Kinder Scout via Jacobs Ladder, in the mist. It turned out that the Chilterns had more snow than the Dales , everyone ar-

rived home safely 

Adam Craig and Vince went to Stanage to do some winter climbing (in the ##@! cold). 

We all had a real treat Saturday evening. Moira with help from Adam produced a Turkey  Xmas Dinner. It was spectacular 

with food and  atmosphere aplenty. Jenny made soup starters and a pavlova dessert. Paul provided kegs of beer. There 

was help from everyone to prep and clear up as necessary. Adam also organised a quiz to help keep our minds active.  

For the full accounts of the meets, ACC members 

can access copies of the log book entries on the 

club Yahoo site.  
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Next meets 

This hut gives us access to the north-west corner of Snowdonia 

– an area that we don’t often visit.  This is in the heart of the 

slate climbing ‘crags’ – a bit challenging in winter conditions. For 

those preferring something more reassuring, there is easier 

grade climbing on rhyolite at Carnedd Y Filiast (Mods through to 

Severes).   

For walkers, there are the usual Snowdonia summits, albeit 

accessed from the north, or for a change of scenery, easy access 

to Anglesey which is often blessed by better weather if the 

Snowdonia summits are clagged in.   

Alternatively for a good walk/easy scramble, e.g. full/part of 

Glyders ridge North to South if you can arrange cars, or winter 

scramble on Cwm Glas ridge leading to Crib y Ddysgl, or Y Gribin 

on Snowdon.  At Deiniolen we are in between Ogwen and 

Llanberis so can easily access either valley. If the conditions are 

right for easy winter routes for novices, from Llanberis pass - 

Parsley Fern Gully in Upper Cwm Glas,  or Trinity Gullies on 

Snowdon, or from Ogwen - easy gullies on Y Garn, Cwm Lloer or 

Nameless Cwm, or mixed on north ridge of Tryfan. For anyone 

wanting to do ice climbing - best see Diccon! 
 

 

Sources: 
http://shrewsburymc.com/club-hut/ 
https://www.ukclimbing.com/ 
Diccon 

Clwt-y-Bel, Deiniolen, N.Wales 19-20 January 2018 

High Moss Hut, Seathwaite, Duddon Valley                         

23-24 February 2018 

High Moss is situated in the Duddon Valley in the south western 
Lakes at the foot of the Walna Scar track to Coniston. It is well 
off the road and access is via a track…and there is no telephone 
reception! 

Hut facilities include: 

• Well-equipped kitchen. 

• Large dining room and lounge both with coal fires. 

• 27 bunks in dormitories including 6 in the Members room. 

• Bike store 

• Parking for about 10 cars. 

Camping is allowed when the hut is full; normal hut fee rates 

apply. 

Sources: 
https://rucksackclub.org/huts/ 

http://shrewsburymc.com/club-hut/
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Fallcliffe Cottage, Hathersage, Peaks, 16-17 March 2018 

The club has been using Fallcliffe Cottage for a very long time now.  Despite a serious 

attempt by Bob and Richard to burn it down a few years ago. 

The hut is well placed for walking and climbing in the Peak District with all of the well 

know Gritstone edges a short drive away and likewise easy access to the high moorland 

for walking. 

First time climbing on grit?  Then it has to be the popular end of Stanage, the finest  

gritstone routes anywhere in the universe and at all standards.  Other recommended 

crags would be Burbage North, Froggatt and Brichen Edges.  There are plenty of lesser 

known crags if you want to escape crowds.  It’s April so find a crag that catches the sun 

(and hopefully not the wind).  It’s mainly grit, if you want limestone then it’s either 

sport climbing at Horseshoe Quarry or a drive down to the south of the Peaks. 

For walking  you are spoilt for choice.  There are high moorlands behind all of the edges, 

criss-crossed with paths.  One option would be to park at the Upper Derwent Reservoir 

(grid ref SK172 893) and access the moorlands from there.  The adventurous might 

want to go onto Kinder Scout and for the less adventurous there are some nice easy 

walks in the Chatsworth Estate. 

In the evening there is a choice of two pubs, both are about a mile away (opposite   

directions) but the walk is on an unlit road with no pavement. Someone has to stay 

with Bob and Richard since they are banned from lighting the fire at this hut! 

Sources: 
http://www.ulgmc.org/fallcliffe.html 
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Committee news 

The Annual General Meeting was held on Monday 20th November. (Thanks to Moira for providing snacks to 

start) 

BMC subs have increased and our float for hut bookings is insufficient. Meets are tending to be in bunk houses 
rather than huts, requiring earlier and larger deposits. To cover this and to simplify subs, we are proposing to 
remove the new member’s fee and increase subs by £5.  

Meets for 2018 have been booked. Attendance in 2017 has been very good. We require a show of interest in 
meets and notification of a change of mind before booking-in Monday night.  

Membership fees income slightly increased; meet fees show a small gain; club expenses are down and include 
a 2 year fee for the web site. Membership is 84 total including junior members. Overall there was a surplus. 

There have been no proposals from the membership for consideration at the AGM. The following were proposed 
by the committee and adopted: 

1)That subscriptions will increase by £5 to £30 per adult. Note that there has been an increase to BMC subscrip-
tions. Junior members pay only the BMC subscription, currently £9 (an increase of £1).  

2)That the joining fee of £5 be dropped, this being dependent on prompt renewals by current members. 

3)The committee proposes to make a donation of £300 to the Mountain Rescue Council (MRC) in accounts year 
2017/2018. 

4)That the guest fee should remain at the present level of £2.50 per night. 

5)That the £3.00 student discount still applies to the normal membership fee. 

6)That new members joining after 30 June will have a reduction of £5 to reflect the reduced membership for 
BMC Affiliation. Likewise Student memberships paid after that date will also be reduced.  

Scotland 

We have discussed alternating locations for the Scottish trips i.e. somewhere in Scotland (but often Glencoe) in 
between trips to Skye, and whether we should go to Skye every third year so that more ‘other’ locations could be 
visited. Opinion was divided roughly equally between 2-year cycle, 3-year cycles. Anywhere new will need 
somewhere for us to stay, about 20 beds.  

ACC Committee Meeting  - 24 Oct  2017 

2017 Meets secretary: Moira 

Payments: for those who have to pay at the meet, it is important to have the correct money ready.  Discussion 
regarding paying in/out of ACC bank account directly? This is not simple to administer.  

2 camping trips being planned: Wasdale (June) but people will have to book independently as we can’t book as 
a group; + Ingleton. 

Big route trips – for consideration when booking 2019 meets  

Joanne provided printouts of the accounts and meet statistics that will be presented at the AGM and outlined 
some of the details. Files are going to Peter Anderson for audit. 

ACC Page needs more ‘likes’ and responses!  
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Christmas Quiz - Name That Climb 

 

How many classic rock climbs do you know?  These are all well known routes and classics of their day.  Some you may have done, 

some you should do and some you will aspire to.  If you can’t get it the first time then take a look at the clues  

 

Questions 

1) The three virtues  

2) On the same crag as the first question, a type of footwear 

3) Still on the same crag, a very ordinary route 

4) From Corner to Corner 

5) Half a Gulley 

6) It was jokingly said that it was so called because it was Ruddy ‘Ard 

7) An architectural feature.  Actually there are two routes with the same name 

8) An equestrian theme.  Five words  

9) Way ahead of its time, a native face 

10) You may need a guidebook for this one so I’ll give you a clue, it’s on Froggatt Edge.  ‘A Sex Change’. 

Clues 

1,2 & 3)Cwm Idwal 

4)Llanberis Pass 

5)Ben Nevis 

6)Langdale 

7)Stanadge and Llanberis Pass 

8)Anglesey 

9)Cloggy, North wales 

10)Clue in the question 

 

Answers 

Will be posted on Yahoo and in the next Newsletter 
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Ode to the Wee Midgee 

By Rabbie McLee (with some help from McDick of the Lodge) 

 

In the land of the Scots, dwells a terrible beast 

Wee timorous beastie, it’s never 

Seldom spoken of in endearing terms 

Aggressive wee ****er for ever. 

 

This wee beastie, so very small, so small can hardly be seen 

It packs such a horrible bite 

Tis said that even McWalker and McTurton 

Do quiver and quake at its sight. 

 

The bite of this beast, midgee by name 

Causes the skin to itch and to scratch 

To blister and boil like never behold 

And grow terrible pustules to match. 

 

How best to avoid then this terrible beast? 

How not to have skin that’s on fire 

There must be a way to tame this wee beast 

Else we are all doomed to expire. 

 

The best method of course, is to not travel north 

On the road marked by the runes, an M and a six 

Wise travellers venture no further north than its J44 

For further beyond is the M74, wherein their fate is fixed. 

 

If you must travel north then chose the season well 

Don’t go in the month of May, 

Or June, or July, or August, or September, 

Best avoid April and October as well I’m told, 

Only travel north in the months of the ice and the snow 

When all creatures lay dormant, frozen and cold. 

 

Also avoid the areas of wet 

Stay in the dry arid plain 

All tricky of course in the land of the Scots 

As all who have been there will claim. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The weather I suggest must be borne in mind 

Only venture forth when the wind does arise 

Or the rain is falling outside 

And don’t ever dream of sitting under the skies. 

 

In times of old it is told, one method was shown to work well 

To smoke of an odorous pipe, when sat with friends in a tent 

This method of course, many friends you may lose, 

Since vaping does not work to any extent. 

 

Of lotions and potions there are many of course, but one is said to 

work well 

Scotch whisky, single malt, Talisker by name 

works best in excess, with friends of the best 

To share and enjoy by a flame. 

 

One lotion is said to be best, 

The laird of Avon does it sell 

Called Skin So Soft, so no clues in the name. 

The midge stays away from this magic lotion, and fears it terribly well. 

 

Side effects there are few, but of one you may need be warned 

The skin does go soft and hence the opposite sex, is oft tempted to 

stroke and touch 

All very well at the time, but all be aware, this can lead, in 30 years’ 

time 

To public disgrace and maybe a term in a cell, or such. 

 

One method used, as a last recourse, is to hide oneself in a net 

Full body is best, but a head cover will do to hide our most vulnerable 

bits 

Fair maidens of course, would never recourse 

To cover their fair features simply to hide from these terrible nits. 

 

Tis said that some do plan in future time 

To visit the place marked by an Apple and Cross, 

They should pay heed to the warnings above 

Or else all may be given up for lost. 
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Committee Members  Committee post  Phone 
Chairman Paul Turton 01844 238518 
President Jenny Walker 01296 713269 
Secretary Val Lum 01844 345727 
Treasurer Richard Andrews 01494 526645 
Meets 2017 Moira Domican 07887 750 500 
Meets 2018 Graham Field 07826 233559 
Membership Adam Craig 07860 553984 
Newsletter Editor Richard Lodge 07847 724041 
Social Jenny Walker 01296 713269 

Local Climbing Walls 
Various members of the club climb at local walls. 
On Thursday evenings a regular group can be found at  
Oxford Brookes. On Friday lunchtimes a group meets at 
Reading. Finally at Big Rock at Milton Keynes on the last 
Friday  evening in the month there is a  ‘Climb and Curry’ 
Evening. Climbing from 7ish before retiring to the Purple 
Mango at around 9pm. Please contact Alex if you wish to 
join us.  

Recycling on Meets 
Generally we are pretty good now at recycling on meets.     
Please remember, if you brought it with you and it is     
recyclable, take it home, or recycle locally . Thank You.  
Newsletter Contributions 
All contributions for the newsletters: articles, or other  
contributions what would (or even might) interest      
members are welcome. Please email to Richard at:                 
richardlodge8@gmail.com  

For up-to-date information on spontaneous and planned events, 

photos, discussions, daytrip arrangements and club visit Yahoo! ,  

Facebook and the website 

Kit 
If you need to stock up on kit, remember that several shops 

offer discounts to members. The Climbers Shop at Stoney 

Stratford, Cotswold Outdoor and Fox’s of Amersham all offer 

discounts to members when using the appropriate codes. 

“Does my gear look big in this?” from Richard Lodge (before 

taking over as Newsletter Editor) 

Send  caption suggestions to richardlodge8@gmail.com 

“Reminds me of the classic Froggatt route strapadictomy” 

from Vince Slade 

Late entry from Graham Field “To be honest Adam, I was hoping 

for something a little longer and harder”  

The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the individual authors 
and do not represent the views or ethos of the editor, the committee or 
the Aylesbury Climbing Club as a whole.  

http://www.purplemangomk.co.uk/
http://www.purplemangomk.co.uk/
mailto:trandrews@gmail.com
http://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/aylesburyclimbingclub/info
https://www.facebook.com/groups/aylesburyclimbingclub/
http://www.acc.org.uk/

